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In a challenge to Western dichotomies between thought/ feeling, self/ society, experiential/ 
theoretical, feminist theory I the past two decades asserted that women are more 
relationally oriented than men.  The author of this article tries to study the Arab family by 
applying a culturally situated approach rather than western theories.  She focuses on an 
urban working-class neighborhood in Camp Trad in Beirut during the ١٩٧٠s. 
 
Aware that the decentralized state offered few protection to citizins, the unstable economy 
prompt immigration and social instability, families and premordial affeliations become the 
primary source of security.  “Sociocultural norms supporting patriarchy, patrilocality, 
endogamous marriage encouraged persons to make their families a priority, over and 
above themselves, and place their families of origin over their families of procreation” 
 
The main concept used in this article is “connectivity” which means that persons expected 
intimate others to read each other’s minds and shape their likes and dislikes in accordance 
with each other’s.  Connectivity relations could be loving or hostile, compatible or 
competitive.  They could lead to conflict, avoidance or rupture relationships. 
 
Although connectivity was neither inherently gender specific nor hierarchical, family 
connectivity in Camp Trad was coupled with patriarchy to produce patriarchal 
connectivity.  Patriarchy was coupled with a cultural system in which the normative 
kinship organization included patrilocality, patrilineality and endogamy which are 
intertwined to produce persons willing to enter into gendered and aged hierarchical 
relations and prioritizing familial needs and desires. 
 
The article highlights various relations in Camp Trad such as neighborhood, motherhood, 
parenthood and friendship.  It asserted that not all relationships were connective, and that 
connectivity was not the only culturally recognized and acceptable relational mode.  Yet, 
patriarchal connectivity was a central prototype for relationships of significance and 
intimacy. 
 
The article concludes by affirming that relationality in Camp Trad was not feminist, but 
was gender and age marked due to the centrality of patriarchy and the pervasiveness of 
kinship connectivity.  It argues that the intersections of patriarchy and relationality have 
gone largely unproblimatized in feminist object relation theory. 

 


